Basket / Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec / 2005

INSPIRATION

PLUS

Basket was born from the French designers’ wish to
create a de-structured sofa, a metal nest that contains
soft pillows in polyurethane foam and acrylic fiber.
Basket was the “ progenitor” of a special typology
of sofas that widely inspired in the following years
various similar products as well as the designers
themselves for the creation of furniture for several
companies.
Basket represents a comfortable alcove in which one
can sit, work or rest.
Born mainly for domestic use, the sofa has been
receiving a growing success in lounge areas.

Basket is realized with a containment structure in
metal, painted in different colors.
The suspension of the base is obtained with elastic
bands directly fixed to the structure.
The pillows are realized in multi-density polyurethane
foam and wadding characterized by a particular
softness that makes the seat very comfortable.
Basket is a sofa with a strong personality, easily
adaptable to different kind of locations.

Basket / Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec / 2005

Born in France in the ‘70s, brothers Ronan and Erwan
Bouroullec first sparked an interest in design through
their relationship with Issey Miyake in 2000. In just
a few short years the brothers have been published
twice, first in the “Catalogue de Raison” and then in
the 2003 Phaidon issue. Both publications showcase
images of their projects. Ronan and Erwan are seen
among the rising stars of the design world; bold and
reflective while simultaneously poetic and passionate,
their creations are considered “micro-architectures”
with different functional applications and the ability to
characterize and distinctly define the places in which
they are put.

MODELS DISPLAYED AT ORGATEC 2014

LEAD TIME

N°01 sofa Basket BKT3,
in Steelcut Trio white/blu 733 D
structure: matt red 1034
cm. 230x90x82
price: €5540 each (VAT not included)

7 weeks

N°01 sofa Basket BKT2
in Panno red 459 D
structure: matt red 1034
cm. 190x90x82
price: €4710 each (VAT not included)
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